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Letter No: IMPACT/NOTICE/907/2021

 

 

Dear 2
nd

 Semester Students,  

 

You are hereby informed that Class Test

Assessment Marks will be held online

the table below to download the questions/assignments of 

 

Stream

BBA 

BCA 

B.COM (P)

BMC 

 

Here are the guidelines you need to follow strictly while preparing answers to given questions/assignments

1. Answers must be handwritten on A

2. Answer must be in your own words with suitable examples.

3. Ensure your answers are not copied from others.

4. Disciplinary action will be taken if candidates are found using unfair means.

5. It is mandatory to mention 

answer sheet of each paper so that it could be identified easily. 

6. Scan your answer sheet paper wise

20316316001_301 and for practical: 

7. August 9, 2021 is the last date of submission of answer

8. As you will write answers of given questions/assignments at home

answers and support them with suitable examples. Do not cut corners on your questions/assignments.

9. To upload scanned pdf answer

 

Stream

BBA 

BCA 

B.COM(P)

BMC 

 

Keeping in mind  many students’ grievances that they are not able to express well while answering the questions due to lack o

sufficient time, College management has decided to place all classes on suspension from 

enable them to elaborate their answer in a decent way, supporting with suitable examples.   Classes will resume from 

10, 2021 as scheduled.   

Under no circumstance will students be given second chance to take online examination

affect your final result. If any problem, you are required to contact College in advance.  
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Notice 

You are hereby informed that Class Test of BBA, BCA, B.Com (P) and BMC stream for session 2020

online, amid Corona induced restrictions. You are required to visit related link provided under 

the table below to download the questions/assignments of your subjects, theory as well practical. 

Stream Click here to download questions/assignments

https://bit.ly/3yk0iH8  

https://bit.ly/3lgBj3K  

B.COM (P) https://bit.ly/3yfjtla  

https://bit.ly/2UZaLJD  

Here are the guidelines you need to follow strictly while preparing answers to given questions/assignments

Answers must be handwritten on A-4 size paper (Ruling/Blank)  

Answer must be in your own words with suitable examples. 

Ensure your answers are not copied from others. 

Disciplinary action will be taken if candidates are found using unfair means. 

ory to mention Student’s name, Registration number, Paper name with code 

answer sheet of each paper so that it could be identified easily.  

paper wise into pdf and name the file with registration no_ paper code (Example: 

and for practical: 20316316001_301P)  

is the last date of submission of answer sheets.  

As you will write answers of given questions/assignments at home, therefore, you are expected to have well prepared 

them with suitable examples. Do not cut corners on your questions/assignments.

To upload scanned pdf answer sheets, use related link given under table below: 

Stream Click here to upload answer sheets

https://bit.ly/3j5bOQ1  

https://bit.ly/3lhwGGy  

B.COM(P) https://bit.ly/2Vogush  

 https://bit.ly/2Vaw7nl  

Keeping in mind  many students’ grievances that they are not able to express well while answering the questions due to lack o

sufficient time, College management has decided to place all classes on suspension from 

le them to elaborate their answer in a decent way, supporting with suitable examples.   Classes will resume from 

Under no circumstance will students be given second chance to take online examination

affect your final result. If any problem, you are required to contact College in advance.   
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                            Date: July 31, 2021  

of BBA, BCA, B.Com (P) and BMC stream for session 2020-21 under Internal 

You are required to visit related link provided under 

your subjects, theory as well practical.  

Click here to download questions/assignments papers 

Here are the guidelines you need to follow strictly while preparing answers to given questions/assignments 

Student’s name, Registration number, Paper name with code at top of first page of your 

and name the file with registration no_ paper code (Example: For theory: 

, therefore, you are expected to have well prepared 

them with suitable examples. Do not cut corners on your questions/assignments. 

sheets, use related link given under table below:  

 

Keeping in mind  many students’ grievances that they are not able to express well while answering the questions due to lack of 

sufficient time, College management has decided to place all classes on suspension from July 31, 2021 till August 9, 2021 to 

le them to elaborate their answer in a decent way, supporting with suitable examples.   Classes will resume from August 

Under no circumstance will students be given second chance to take online examination and your careless approach will 

 


